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UF?R GQ RFC DMLAQG 

FonCSI, the Foundation for an Industrial Safety Culture, is an officially-recognized nonprofit 

research foundation that was created in 2005. 

 

 

This is the statutory mission of the Foundation for an Industrial Safety Culture, which was offi-

cially recognized as a nonprofit organization in the decree of 18 April 2005. Its status as a pu-

blic-interest organization is particularly important to the FonCSI. It is committed to dissemi-

nating the results of its work to as many people as possible. 

The Foundationõs mission is, therefore, to support and finance interdisciplinary research 

projects on risks, and the human and organizational factors of safety, and to ensure the 

transfer of the findings of this research to industrial safety stakeholders.  

The new knowledge that results from its work, and the transfer of these outcomes to in-

dustry, means that FonCSI can drive forward industrial safety for the benefit of all stake-

holders: administrations, associations, local authorities, researchers, companies, trade 

unions, etc. 

 

ĒRm glqngpc* qsnnmpr _lb gknjckclr qglejc _lb ksjrgbgqagnjgl_pw pcqc_paf rf_r gq
gl rfc ns`jga glrcpcqr* _lb k_vgkgxc rfc bgqqckgl_rgml md rfc npmbsarq md rfgq
pcqc_paf gl mpbcp rm8 

¶ gknpmtc q_dcrw gl glbsqrpg_j amkn_lgcq md _jj qgxcq* _lb gl _jj qcarmpq9 

¶ gbclrgdw rfc amlbgrgmlq _lb np_argacq rf_r qsnnmpr _l mncl bc`_rc `cruccl
_r-pgqi clrcpnpgqcq _lb agtgj qmagcrw* ugrf _ tgcu rm bctcjmngle _ `crrcp ks+
rs_j slbcpqr_lbgle9 _lb* kmpc eclcp_jjw* 

¶ npmkmrc _u_pclcqq _lb d_kgjg_pgxc _jj md rfc _armpq gl qmagcrw rm rfc npm+
`jckq md pgqiq _lb glbsqrpg_j q_dcrw,ē 
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? UMPB DPMK MSP BGPCARMP 

0.0.* Amtgb* _l glaclrgtc rm glapc_qc pcqgjgclac* _lb 
_ pgaf qagclrgdga _lb np_arga_j mnnmprslgrw dmp rfc DmlAQG, 

?l slnpcacbclrcb apgqgq gl rpms`jcb rgkcq 

An unbelievable health crisis began to emerge at the beginning of 2020; and it is still not clear, 

as 2021 comes to an end, whether it is finally over, although the situation is slowly improving. 

This crisis emerged from nowhere, in a period that was already seeing the emergence of two 

major and competing strategic transformations:  

¶ the first, which had already been underway for several years, reflects a shift towards an 

increasingly unstructured, networked, global and digitalized industrial organization (with 

an incredible capacity for the explosion of available data, KPI, òbig dataó, and the asso-

ciated new approaches to safety), and  

¶ the second, which has only just begun (and whose content partially conflicts with the 

first) reflects a move towards greening, and an ecological transition consistent with the 

17 sustainable development goals selected by the European Commission. 

At the current time, the crisis has impacted all of these dynamics, and created a kind of hiatus 

in ongoing actions. Some industrial sectors have been hit more heavily, notably tourism and 

consumer goods, not forgetting transport, rail and aeronautics, the automobile industry, and, as 

an extension, oil. 

Amlqcosclrjw* rfc rcpkĒpcqgjgclacēf_q `camkc icw 

In terms of industrial safety, observations show that the industry has come through the crisis by 

adapting to degraded conditions. Lessons have been learned from these adaptations, both at the 

micro level of teams in the field, and at the more macro level of safety governance.  

Now that the crisis is passing, the question arises as to the future of these two movements. Will 

the crisis simply change their agenda, profoundly modify them, or just mark a hiatus, and how, 

in this context, do we make sense of the transformations and impacts on industrial safety and its 

perception by the population and authorities, which remain the Foundationõs focus?  

Unquestionably, the need for a global vision has been reinforced by the crisis. It is almost impos-

sible to talk about the future of industrial safety, and the issues that characterize it, without 

taking account of the more global transformations that are unfolding in the industrial world. This 

global, systemic vision is at the heart of FonCSIõs approach.  

Uf_r _pc rfc amlqcosclacq dmp DmlAQGĐq umpi= 

We were able to fully maintain progress under the òFonCSI 3ó program, with an average of only 

6 monthsõ delay. This is itself an achievement in the context of the ongoing crisis.  

Three strategic analyses have been launched: òWork and workers in the 2040õsó and 

òContracting relationships in high-hazard industriesó have progressed as planned, with multiple 

national and international events; the third, òThe regulator-regulated relationshipó was 

launched in December 2020, again as planned.  
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At the same time, and based on the lessons learned from the strategic analyses that made up 

the òFonCSI 2ó program, an industrial pilot project was launched with GRDF on the use of a new 

generation of supports for preparing and monitoring the work of teams in the field (briefing-

debriefing).  

Furthermore, two working groups have been set up in response to events, one on the post-Covid 

situation (mentioned above), and the other on the safety culture of the local area, an issue that 

returned to the agenda with the dramatic accident at Lubrizol (France). In both cases, the Foun-

dation is listening to national and international experts, or political authorities in the domain, 

thus making a link with the more traditional discussion group approach taken by the Institute for 

an Industrial Safety Culture (ICSI), which brings together the various actors concerned. 

? qk_jj rc_k ugrf _ `ge hm` 

Jean Pari¯s is a leading figure in global academic networks on resilience and natural decision 

making, and his arrival as Scientific Director for FonCSI and ICSI was very welcome in this con-

text of crisis and change. His expertise has enabled us to launch several initiatives, notably a 

post-Covid and resilience working group. The international symposium with the Resilience Engi-

neering Association (REA) and the Naturalistic Decision Making (NDM) community, which was co-

organized by FonCSI and ICSI in June 2021, also fed into our thinking, as a full day was devoted 

to the transformation of safety models, in the light of the contributions of these new perspec-

tives.  

Jean-Marc Vaugier, on secondment from TotalEnergies, has joined us as Development Director 

and Assistant Director of the Foundation (and ICSI). We have already benefitted significantly 

from his industrial background, along with his skills and rigor in planning and the development of 

a strategic roadmap. 

The rest of the team has not changed ð including yours truly ð and not stopped working in this 

new period where face-to-face events have been fully replaced by online meetings. Caroline 

Kamat® and Eric Marsden, our two scientific facilitators, continue to lead the program and our 

community of experts. They have been helped by Jean-Marc Benchimol, our IT manager (who 

also works for ICSI) to switch our activities to fully online. Clotilde Gagey and her team have 

significantly enriched how the Foundation communicates and shares results both within the do-

nor community and beyond.  

Last but not least, we must not forget our General Secretariat, headed by Pauline Fabre, which 

provides indispensable support to our staff, and which has been deeply involved in the process of 

ensuring administrative compliance and the revision of our statutes, which will be officially vali-

dated by the Bureau des fondations (Office of Foundations) and ultimately the Conseil dõEtat 

(Council of State). 

Mlemgle gknpmtckclrq rm msp kcrfmbq 

2020 was a rich source of methodological innovation.  

Over time, our strategic analyses have expanded to include consultations with national and in-

ternational experts, in addition to 2-day residential seminars. We have also integrated input 

from other experts, notably the National Academy of Technologies. The result is a much richer 

analysis, as more experts can be consulted. 

 

 ? UMPB DPMK MSP BGPCARMP 
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Ren® Amalberti,  
Director of FonCSI  

Not once, but twice, we have succeeded ð almost beyond our hopes ð in replacing the 3-day 

residential seminars with 48-hour virtual events that bring together a dozen experts from the 5 

continents, along with an audience of about twenty permanent experts from the strategic analy-

sis groups.  

We have launched new ways of working in virtual workshops; in 2021 we implemented a 

workshop that brought together 5 experts from the railway sector (industrial directors, profes-

sional associations, politicians, authorities) on the theme of the regulatory control of autono-

mous vehicles (guided transport).  

We have equipped ourselves with professional-standard audio-visual equipment, and we can now 

hold mixed, face-to-face and remote conferences, opening up new opportunities that will en-

dure beyond Covid. We have also begun to equip ourselves with automatic, simultaneous transla-

tion technology in languages we are not familiar with ð in addition to French, English and Spanish 

are the Foundationõs three working languages ð in order to enrich our relationship with experts 

from distant cultural horizons. 

? fgefcp qagclrgdga npmdgjc 

Although this has been a difficult time, we have continued to publish our strategic analyses, and 

support international networks, such as the NeTWork, through our òSpringerBriefs in Safety Ma-

nagementó open access collection published by Springer, one of the two largest publishers in the 

world. We have already exceeded 100,000 downloads for two of the seven books we have publis-

hed, thus contributing to the very high public profile of the Foundationõs work. 

In parallel, we are continuing to add new volumes to our series of òCahiers de la s®curit® indus-

trielleó in French, which present some practical recommendations and lessons learned from the 

analyses.  

We have also launched a monthly òjournaló that records progress with respect to each strategic 

analysis for the community of FonCSI partners.  

All of which suggests that things appear to be going in the right direction. Not least because all 

of the international experts that we have asked to speak to, whatever their level, have agreed 

to participate. 

 

Rm qsk sn* uc ugjj pckck`cp 0.0. _q _ tcpw emmb wc_p* bcqngrc rfc _btcpqgrgcq clecl+
bcpcb `w rfc Amtgb apgqgq, Rfc umpi rf_r uc f_tc `ccl _`jc rm _aamknjgqf gq _l mnnmprslgrw
dmp kc rm mlac _e_gl q_w _ tcpw `geďrf_li wmsĐrm _jj rfc qr_dd md rfc DmlAQG* _jj md msp ncp+
k_lclr _lb gltgrcb cvncprq _lb* jmmigle dsprfcp _dgcjb* _jj md rfc cvncprq dpmk glbsqrpw
ufm f_tc egtcl sq rfcgp tcpw _argtc qsnnmpr, 

 

Pclæ ?k_j`cprg* &tmjslrccp' Bgpcarmp md DmlAQG 
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MSP QNMLQMPQ 
By supporting industrial safety research, FonCSIõs sponsors active-

ly contribute to its mission of working in the public interest. 

In 2019, the new research program òFonCSI 3ó (2019ð2023) was 

launched, thanks to the support of nine sponsors, who contributed 

Ό2.8 million:    

¶ Airbus  

¶ The Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGAC) 

¶ EDF 

¶ £tablissement public de s®curit® ferroviaire (EPSF) 

¶ GRTGaz 

¶ Institute for Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety (IRSN) 

¶ SNCF 

¶ TotalEnergies 

¶ Vinci 
 
 
 

RFC @M?PB MD RPSQRCCQ/ 
The FonCSI is managed by a Board of Trustees which, through its 

deliberations, sets out the Foundationõs agenda.  

In 2020, Mr. Thierry Bosch joined the Board, representing INP 

Toulouse. In addition, Mrs. Marianne Peyrot was appointed Regio-

nal Delegate for Research and Technology for the Occitanie re-

gion, replacing Mrs. Marie-Elisabeth Borredon. She now sits on the 

Foundationõs Board as a Government Commissioner.  

Finally, at the beginning of 2020, following the retirement of 

Messrs. Franois Daniellou and Daniel Darets, Messrs. Jean Pari¯s 

and Jean-Marc Vaugier, along with Mrs. Pauline Fabre succeeded 

them as permanent invited members.  

The composition of the Board of Trustees is therefore as follows:  

 

Cv mddgagmkck`cpq 

¶ CNRS: Jo±l Bertrand  

¶ INP Toulouse: Thierry Bosch  

¶ R®gion Occitanie / Pyr®n®es-M®diterran®e : Bertrand Monthubert 

 

 

 

 

Dmslbgle kck`cpq 

¶ EDF: C®cile Laugier  

¶ Engie: Xavier Perret 

¶ SNCF: Isabelle Delobel 

¶ TotalEnergies: Ahmed Abzizi 

 

Os_jgdgcb cvncprq 

¶ Bruno Pahlawan 

¶ Michel Descazeaux 

¶ Andr®-Claude Lacoste (Chairman)  

¶ Jean-Paul Labarthe 
 
 

Emtcplkclr amkkgqqgmlcp 

Marianne Peyrot, Regional Delegate for Research and Technology 

for the Occitanie region. 

 

Fmlmp_pw kck`cp 

Ren® Deleuze, former Director of ICSI-FonCSI 

 

Ncpk_lclr gltgrcb kck`cpq 

¶ Ren® Amalberti, FonCSI 

¶ Ivan Boissi¯res, ICSI 

¶ Pauline Fabre, ICSI-FonCSI 

¶ Jean Pari¯s, ICSI-FonCSI 

¶ Jean-Marc Vaugier, ICSI-FonCSI 
 

RFC QCAPCR?PG?R0 
In January 2020, Mr. Michel Descazeaux left his position as Secre-

tary to the Board. He was succeeded by Mr. Ahmed Abzizi.  

As of 31 December, 2020, the secretariat was composed as fol-

lows :  

¶ President: Andr®-Claude Lacoste  

¶ ViceðPresident: position to be filled 

¶ Secretary: Ahmed Abzizi  

¶ Treasurer: Jo±l Bertrand 
 
In March 2021 an election was held to renew the mandates listed 

above, along with confirmation of Mrs. C®cile Laugier as Vice 

President. 

FMU RFC DMSLB?RGML 
GQ MPE?LGXCB 

1 and 2  Composition on 31 December 2020 
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QAGCLRGDGA EMTCPL?LAC1 

Rfc Pcqc_paf Amkkgqqgml md rfc @m_pb md Rpsqrccq  

The Research Commission of the Board of Trustees is responsible 

for the overall coordination of the Foundationõs scientific pro-

gram.  

Membership: under renewal  

 

Qrp_rcega ?l_jwqgq Qagclrgdga Epmsnq &Q?QE' 

The Strategic Analysis Scientific Groups (SASGs) are responsible for 

carrying out the strategic analyses that make up the Foundationõs 

scientific program. Different groups work on specific themes, in 

close collaboration with the Foundationõs trustees. The following 

scientific experts are members of the SASGs: 

¶ Corinne Bieder, ENAC 

¶ Laure Bonnaud, Inrae and University Paris Dauphine  

¶ Beno´t Journ®, University of Nantes  

¶ Herv® Laroche, ESCP Business School  

¶ Jean-Christophe Le Coze, Ineris  

¶ Jes¼s Villena L·pez, Ergotec  

¶ Jorge Walter, University of San Andr®s (Argentina)  
 

Industrial experts, who are chosen as a function of the theme 

explored by the group, complete the team.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RFC RC?K 
Following the retirement of Mr. Franois Daniellou, Scientific Di-

rector since 2015, and Mr. Daniel Darets, Secretary General for 

more than 7 years, Mr. Jean Pari¯s and Mr. Jean-Marc Vaugier 

have joined FonCSIõs management team as Scientific Director and 

Director of Development.  

 

 

On 1 February 2020, Pauline Fabre took over responsibility for the 

General Secretariat.  

As of December 31, 2020, the FonCSI team was as follows: 

¶ Ren® Amalberti, Director (volunteer)  

¶ Pauline Fabre, General Secretary  

¶ Clotilde Gagey, Communications Manager  

¶ Caroline Kamat®, Program Manager  

¶ Eric Marsden, Program Manager  

¶ Jean Pari¯s, Scientific Director  

¶ Jean-Marc Vaugier, Development Director  
 

 The permanent team is based in Toulouse, France: 

6 all®e £mile Monso 
ZAC du Palays - BP 34038 

31029 Toulouse Cedex 4 - France 

 

FonCSI shares its premises with the Institute for an Industrial Safe-

ty Culture (ICSI) on the campus of the National Polytechnic Insti-

tute (INP), which lies south-east of Toulouse, near the town of 

Lab¯ge. 

 

3 Composition on 31 December 2020 

Jean-Marc Vaugier,  
Director of Development 

Jean Pari¯s,  
Scientific Director 
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In 2015, the Foundation launched its second, 4-year research 

program: òFonCSI 2ó. This program marked the beginning of a 

new research modality, strategic analyses, on the following 

themes: skills & competencies for safety; safety culture and 

models; methods, tools and practical approaches to HOF, etc. 

In 2020, two of these strategic analyses came to an end, and 

activities focused on the dissemination of their outcomes. We 

take a look back at these two areas of work. 

 

QIGJJQ $ AMKNCRCLAGCQ 
DMP Q?DCRW 
 

Qrp_rcega _l_jwqgq 

The strategic analysis on skills and competencies for safety was 

launched in January 2015, coordinated by Caroline Kamat®, pro-

gram manager at FonCSI. Five industrial experts joined the Strate-

gic Analysis Scientific Group (SASG): Franck Guarnieri (CRC Mines 

ParisTech), Pol Hoorelbeke (TotalEnergies), Jean-Paul Labarthe 

(EDF), Nicolas Herchin (Engie), and Philippe Haller (Arkema).  

After conducting a review of the state-of-the-art of knowledge on 

skills & competencies, in November 2015 the group organized an 

academic seminar with the following world-renowned experts:  

¶ Petter G. Almklov, Norwegian University of Science and 
Technology (Norway ) 

¶ Linda Bellamy, White Queen Safety Strategies 
(Netherlands) 

¶ Vincent Boccara, Universit® de Paris-Sud (France) 

¶ Paul Chadwick, University College London   ɐ 
Centre for Behaviour Change (UK) 

¶ Rhona Flin, Aberdeen University (UK) 

¶ Silvia Gherardi, Universit® de Trente (Italy) 

¶ Jan Hayes, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology  
(Australia)  

¶ Pascal Ughetto, Universit® de Paris Marne-la-Vall®e (France)  

 

A seminar to present the outcomes of the analysis to industrialists 

took place on 17 March 2016, at Engie R&D in Paris Saint-Denis. 

About twenty representatives of various industrial sectors 

(transport, energy, petrochemicals, chemicals, etc.) were able to 

discuss the results of the analysis with SASG members, and ex-

plore future avenues for progress. 

 

 

 

In 2016 and 2017 our international ex-

perts and members of the SASG dedi-

cated themselves to the preparation of 

an academic book, which was published 

in English by Springer in October 2017: 

Beyond Safety Training. Embedding 

Safety in Professional Skills. This open 

access publication was downloaded 

from the Springer website more than 

12,000 times in the first month after its 

release; it reached 100,000 downloads 

in 2021. 

In November 2018, a French summary 

of the results of the strategic analysis 

was published in the Foundationõs 

òCahiers de la s®curit® industrielleó 

collection under the title: La s®curit®, 

une affaire de professionnels ? This 

òCahieró summarizes the main ideas 

and avenues for improvement that 

were identified, and is intended to be 

useful at the operational level.  

In parallel, the Foundation published 

the comic book entitled Lõop®rateur, 

le manageré et le monstre de lões-

pace, which was adapted from Herv® Larocheõs highly original 

chapter included in the Springer òBeyond Safety Trainingó book. 

This entertaining comic book is intended to reach a wide au-

dience, and open the debate on alternatives to traditional safety 

training.  

As FonCSIõs goal is to reach an international audience, an English 

version, òThe operator, the manageré and the monster from 

outer spaceó was published in May 2020. 

 

 

 

 RFC CLB MDĒDMLAQG0ē 
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A_jj dmp npmnmq_jq 

As part of the òFonCSI 2ó research program (2015ñ2019), the 

Foundation funded six research projects, coordinated by Eric Mars-

den, Program Manager, through a call for proposals on skills & 

competencies for safety:  

¶ The òTransformations of activities, operators and organi-

zations: towards proposals for training in and through 

resilienceó project was headed by Germain Poizat 

(University of Geneva, Switzerland) 

¶ The òEvaluation of safety training systems: work, actors, 

pathwaysó project was headed by Catherine Delgoulet 

(Universit® Paris Descartes, France) 

¶ The òFor an evaluation of the contribution of digital tech-

nologies in risk management training in at-risk industriesó 

project was headed by Alain Garrigou (IUT Bordeaux, 

France)  

¶ òThe professionalization of safety: an exploratory qualita-

tive and quantitative studyó project was headed by Wim 

Van Wassenhove (CRC Mines ParisTech, France) and Herv® 

Laroche (ESCP Business School, France)  

¶ The òBecoming actors in prevention: designing me-

chanisms to develop the ôPower to actõ in safetyó project 

was headed by Lucie Cuvelier (University Paris 8, France)  

¶ òA multimethod system for the assessment and training of 

teamwork in simulated scenariosó was headed by Fabrizio 

Bracco (University of Genoa, Italy)  

 

All of the projects financed by the FonCSI under the program had 

a clear practical focus, either in the form of observations and 

experiments conducted onsite at industrial facilities (Engie, Ene-

dis, SNCF, hospitals, etc.), or at places dedicated to safety trai-

ning/development (simulation, 3D virtual environment, etc.), or in 

the form of analyses of data or documents produced as a result of 

this type of activity (qualitative and quantitative studies produced 

in the context of ESCPõs and ICSIõs Specialized Mastersõ programs, 

etc.).  

On 13 April 2018, a seminar was held with the funded research 

teams at ESCP Business School. A study of the costs and benefits 

of different safety knowledge and skills development systems 

(classroom training, distance learning, mentoring, the use of simu-

lators, role-playing, semi-formal practices implemented within 

professions and communities of practice), prepared by D®dale SA 

at the request of FonCSI, was published in the òCahier de la s®cu-

rit® industrielleó collection.  

The majority of the research projects funded under the skills and 

competencies call were completed in 2019 or early 2020, and 

resulted in the following publications: 

¶ The òCahier de la s®curit® industrielleó entitled Ben-

chmark des dispositifs formateurs sur la s®curit® des  

activit®s industrielles [Benchmark of training systems on 

the safety of industrial activities], by S®bastien Maitrehen-

ry, Luigi Macchi, Claude Valot and Jean Pari¯s, was publis-

hed in 2018; 

¶ The òRegard sur la s®curit® industrielleó entitled Contri-

buer ¨ la s®curit® industrielle ç par le facteur humain è: 

Un regard pour aider ¨ (re)penser la formation 

[Contributing to industrial safety through òthe human 

factoró: An insight into how to (re)think training], by Si-

mon Flandin, Germain Poizat and Romuald Perinet, was 

published in 2019. 

Amldcpclac 

FonCSI organized a conference on professionalization and indus-

trial safety in 2018 at ESCP Business School. Nearly 170 people 

(industrialists from all sectors, trade unions, institutions and 

academics) participated in this event, which aimed to bridge the 

gap between research and practice in the field, by disseminating 

the outcomes of the strategic analysis on the theme, along with 

the initial results from teams funded under the call for proposals. 

The Foundation invited industrialists (GRTgaz, EDF R&D, Enedis) to 

talk about the initiatives that they have put in place to help ope-

rational staff to train, prepare themselves and become more pro-

fessional.  

This conference also provided an opportunity to promote two of 

FonCSIõs publications: the òCahieró La s®curit®, une affaire de 

professionnels ?, and the comic book òL'op®rateur, le manager... 

et le monstre de l'espaceó.  

 

Up_nngle sn 0.0/ 

An òCahier de la s®curit® industrielleó prepa-

red by the University of Genevaõs research 

team, entitled Proactivit® et r®activit® : 

Deux orientations pour concevoir des disposi-

tifs visant le d®veloppement de la s®curit® 

industrielle par la formation [Proactivity and 

Reactivity: Two directions for designing sys-

tems that aim to improve industrial safety 

through training], was published in early 

2021. 
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FMD8 KCRFMBQ* RMMJQ ?LB
NP?ARGA?J ?NNPM?AFCQ 
 

Qrp_rcega _l_jwqgq 

The strategic analysis on òMethods, tools and practical approaches 

to human and organizational factorsó, coordinated by Caroline 

Kamat®, was launched in March 2017, in the context of the 

òFonCSI 2ó research program.  

Nicolas Herchin (Engie), Val®rie Lagrange (EDF), Jean-Christophe 

Le Coze (Ineris), Christian Neveu (SNCF), Philippe No±l 

(TotalEnergies) and Myriam Prom® (ICSI) were selected as indus-

trial experts to reinforce the SASG in this strategic analysis of the 

human and organizational factors of safety.   

In 2017, a review of the state-of-the-art was completed and the 

results were used to select several international experts to parti-

cipate in the research seminar. In addition, the FonCSI published 

Les FHO dans lõentreprise : trois rails ®clat®s [Human and organi-

sational factors in companies: on three separate tracks?], an 

òTribuneó written by Ren® Amalberti, Director of FonCSI. The text 

of this òTribuneó was presented at the launch of the strategic 

analysis, in order to stimulate the debate. The English version was 

published in 2018.   

The international academic seminar was organized in January 

2018 near Paris. Eight experts from Europe and South America 

participated:  

¶ Ivan Boissi¯res, ICSI (France)  

¶ Caroline Lacroix, University of Evry-Val dõEssonne - Paris-
Saclay (France)  

¶ Daniel Mauri¶o, independent consultant (Argentina)  

¶ Kathryn Mearns, Wood PLC (UK)  

¶ Florence Reuzeau, Airbus SAS (France)  

¶ Paul Schulman, Mills College (USA)  

¶ David Woods, The Ohio State University (USA)  

¶ Brendan Ryan, Nottingham University (UK)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The seminar that was organized to feedback the outcomes of this 

strategic analysis to industrialists took place on 18 September 

2018 at TotalEnergies in Paris-La D®fense. More than 60 repre-

sentatives of various industrial sectors (transport, energy, petro-

chemicals, chemicals, etc.) were able to discuss the results of the 

analysis with SASG members, and explore 

future avenues for progress.  

Early 2020 saw the publication of an open 

access version of the book in English: 

òHuman and Organisational Factors. Prac-

tices and Strategies for a Changing Worldó, 

by the international publisher Springer. All 

of the participants who attended the Ja-

nuary 2018 research seminar (both interna-

tional experts and SASG members) contri-

buted.  

Up_nngle sn 0.0/ 

In September 2021, industrialists from all sectors ñ unions, insti-

tutions and academics ñ were invited to attend a conference in 

Paris, with the objective of bridging the gap between research 

and practice in the field, by transmitting the results of the strate-

gic analysis on this theme.   
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The strategic analysis feedback seminar, held in 2018. 

The international academic seminar, held in 2018. 
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In 2019, the Foundation launched its new scientific program 

òFonCSI 3ó, which will continue until 2023. Several strategic 

analyses will be conducted during these 4 years (Work and 

workers in the 2040õs, Contracting relationships in high-hazard 

industries, the regulator-regulated relationship, etc.) together 

with working groups (risks and the local area, the impact of the 

Covid-19 crisis) and a pilot (resilient briefing-debriefing). 

 

UMPI ?LB UMPICPQ 
GL RFC 0.2.ĐQ 
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The first strategic analysis of the òFonCSI 3ó program, entitled 

òWork and workers in the 2040õsó, was launched in May 2019. It is 

coordinated by Caroline Kamat®.  

With an eye on the international community, a video presenting 

the strategic analysis  in English was produced by the FonCSI 

team, and published on the Foundationõs website in 2019.  

 

 

Florence Reuzeau (Airbus), Raluca Ciobanu (EDF), Bruno Dember & 

Laurent Cebulski (EPSF), Franck Ollivier (Eurovia), Nicolas Engler & 

Thierry Escaffre (GRTgaz), Alexandre Largier & Sylvie Thellier 

(IRSN), Stella Duvenci-Langa & Cyril Cappi (SNCF), Rapha±l Waxin 

(TotalEnergies) and Dounia Tazi (ICSI) were chosen as industrial 

experts to strengthen the Strategic Analysis Scientific Group for 

(SASG) in this study on the contribution of operators in at-risk 

industries between now and 2030.   

 

 

In 2020, the SASG met eight times, by videoconference, in order 

to continue the work that had started in 2019. A session on the 

theme was organized at the Acad®mie des technologies in Fe-

bruary 2020, and the contributions from the following industrial 

and scientific experts provided further food for thought for the 

SASG:  

¶ Thierry Weil (Mines ParisTech), 

¶ Vincent Charlet (Fabrique de lõindustrie), 

¶ Jean-Hugues Rodriguez (Airbus), 

¶ Pierre-No±l Giraud (CERNA, Acad®mie des technologies), 

¶ and Andr® Richier (European Commission). 

 

The Covid pandemic prevented the planned academic seminar at 

the Abbaye de Royaumont from being held as planned; instead, it 

took place from 16 to 18 November 2020 as a fully virtual event. 

The meeting brought together 28 participants, including 7 interna-

tional guests: 

¶ John Allspaw (Adaptive capacity labs, USA),  

¶ Stian Antonsen (Norwegian University of Science and Tech-
nology, Norway),  

¶ Michael Baram (Boston University Law School, USA), 

¶ Flore Barcellini (Cnam, France), 

¶ G®rard de Boisboissel (Centre de recherche des ®coles de 
Saint-Cyr Co±tquidan, France),  

¶ Steven Shorrock (Eurocontrol, UK), 

¶ and Akira Tos® (Universit® de Niigata, Japan). 

Six of the seven guestsõ contributions were pre-recorded and put 

on a Padlet specifically created for the event.  

RFC J?SLAF MDĒDMLAQG1ē 

The video presenting the strategic analysis on the theme of 

òWork and workers in the 2040õsó by Caroline Kamat®. 

The virtual international academic seminar, which ran from 16 to 18 November 

2020.  

https://www.foncsi.org/fr/publications/videotheque/analyse-strategique-operateur-du-futur/view
https://www.foncsi.org/fr/publications/videotheque/analyse-strategique-operateur-du-futur/view
https://www.foncsi.org/fr/publications/videotheque/analyse-strategique-operateur-du-futur/view
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A journal series has been created for FonCSIõs sponsors and part-

ners to summarize the progress of the strategic analysis linked to 

the SASGõs studies and outcomes. Three issues of the Journal were 

published in April, July and December 2020.  
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A workshop dedicated to railway safety of the future was organi-

zed in March 2021. This event brought together five invited ex-

perts from the rail world, and was based on a futuristic scenario 

prepared by EPSF and SNCF members of the SASG, which expres-

sed their views on the major safety challenges in the sector for 

2030ð40.  

The seminar that was organized to report the outcomes of this 

work to FonCSIõs partners was delayed due to the Covid crisis, and 

was re-scheduled for 1 July 2021. It was hosted by TotalEnergies 

at Paris-la D®fense.  

Further meetings with experts may also be organized in the final 

phase of the strategic analysis.  

 

  

Extract from the Padlet created for the academic seminar.  


